
Listening Diary Quarter 4

May-June 2020 v2 Lincoln High School

Date Score Order Project - Identify the 
piece you listened to - either by its 
name or by the name of the featured 
instrument.  Then write something 
about what you heard.  

Other Listening - Identify another 
piece or playlist you listened to.  Write 
a sentence or more about it.  

You may ask:  What can I write about?   
You can write about any number of things:


A) You can write poetically about something the piece makes you think about or imagine. 

 

B) Write descriptively about the music - about the melody, the instruments, its rhythm, 
dynamics, mood, articulations, etc.


C) Write something that you learn about the artist, the composer, the historical time of the 
work's creation.


D) Write about the form of the piece, or about a lyric, if it has lyrics.  


E) Make observations about how your listening is improving, or about what you find 
challenging to hear in music.  

                                         Students:  For 20 minutes each day: 

A) Visit my teacher page and see what is new for the day.   
B) Consider your listening options and choose some listening for the day.   
C) Make a few notes in your listening diary about what you hear.  Then,  
D) twice a week, email me a nice paragraph about your listening activities.   

This quarter I will engage with each of you in a correspondence about music, and about the world.  ( 
To correspond, in this sense, means to exchange letters or emails back and forth). Our main goals are 
to help you hear more in music, and to help you work on your writing ability, your ability to 
communicate generally, and your ability to think carefully and critically.  Music is actually a wonderful 
way to getting into communicating about all sorts of topics.


As always, I'm not expecting expertise from you.  However, as always, I am expecting effort.  

1) Follow the template given below, and listen and write a little each day.  

 

2) You can literally write in the boxes, or if not, write anywhere, according to this format. 

 

3) Write about either the Score Order Project, about other listening, or about both.  (Mix it up!)


4) Use what you write in the diary when you compose your email to me 
(ekuhn@yonkerspubliicschools.org)


5) I will write back and together we will develop your knowledge of music, your writing and critical 
thinking.
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